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Discovery of Atlantis
The Startling Case for the
Island of Cyprus

(see next page)

Is Atlantis off the south coast of Cyprus?
Find out in this revolutionary interpretation of Plato’s celebrated
story: Plato provided nearly 50 physical clues in his famous dialogue
Critias—the original account of the story of Atlantis. In this book, author
Robert Sarmast cracks the Atlantis mystery wide open by demonstrating
how simple facts about the eastern Mediterranean region and the island
of Cyprus provide a near-perfect match with Plato’s detailed narrative.
View the First Scientific Maps that Reveal the Underwater Location:
Exclusive 3-D bathymetric maps based on new scientific data, presented
here for the first time in a series of 67 illustrations, show a stretch of
sunken land off of Cyprus. The general layout of the landscape of Atlantis
as described by Plato is easily discernible in this underwater landmass, as
well as the apparent location of its capital—Atlantis City!
Discover for Yourself: The Startling Case for the Island of Cyprus:
This robust empirical data is joined with other original findings in ancient
history, mythology, and natural history, making the case for Cyprus
increasingly obvious. With this thoroughly original and plausible theory,
author Robert Sarmast brings the legendary island of Atlantis alive in a way
that will fascinate and thrill Atlantology fans—or anyone who has ever
wondered about one of the greatest mysteries of all time.
The Expedition: Watch Atlantis Come Alive: With the location so
clearly mapped in this book, the next step in this exciting research is an
expedition to the region. Humankind may soon witness the filming of the
colossal ruins of this once-mighty empire and proceed to resurrect Atlantis
from its watery tomb!
About the Author: This is the first in a series of books on Atlantis by
Robert Sarmast, an independent writer and mythologist who is based in
Los Angeles. Sarmast has spent over a decade researching Atlantology
and related mysteries of the ancient world. In recent years, a more literal
reading of Plato led him to undertake a detailed search for clues in the
eastern Mediterranean. His work now includes geophysical data and
sophisticated computer modeling of the region. Sarmast’s research has
culminated with his conclusion that Plato’s Atlantis is located in the proximity
of the island of Cyprus. For further information, go to the author’s
website at <www.discoveryofatlantis.com>.

A garden is a place where we feel at peace, and where more than
anywhere else we can feel close to nature and the earth. A garden is also
a place of secrets and mysteries. What is more mysterious than the secret
curled within a seed? What more magical than the slow unfolding of a
rose? The garden holds the key to many secrets—even the secrets of life
and death. Plants contain not only powerful healing attributes, but also
some of the most deadly toxins known. Very often, these two properties
co-exist within the same plant.
Plants have an elemental wisdom unknown to the kingdom of animals.
From sun, earth, air and water, from these simple things, rise towering
oaks and delicate violets, deadly nightshade and healthful herbs. All gardens
are magical places. They occupy the threshold realm between the wild
and the civilized, between human beings and nature. Their ambiguous
character, half wilderness, half paradise, fills them with mystery.
The Charmed Garden will help you create a garden of botanical magic in
its spiritual sense. You can tune into your inner self and discover what
plants you need to have around you, flowers that will lift your spirit and
nourish your soul. A garden of delight awaits you in this book, taking you
to a place of magic and joy.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Sabine Weeke, Foreign Rights Manager
Findhorn Press, Ltd.
305a The Park
Forres, Moray IV36 3TE
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 1309 690582
Fax: +44 1309 690036
E-mail: <sabine@findhornpress.com>
Website: <http://www.findhornpress.com>

Divine Providence
New Century Edition of the Works of
Emanuel Swedenborg
Translated by George F. Dole. Edited by Jonathan Rose.
Foreword by Gregory R. Johnson

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Origin Press
PO Box 151117
San Rafael, CA 94915
Tel.: (415) 453-4023/ Fax: (415) 453-47233
E-mail: <byron@originpress.com>
Website: <http://www.originpress.com>

The Charmed Garden
Sacred and Enchanting Plants
for the Magically Inclined
Herbalist By Diane Morgan
ISBN 0-87785-505-6. Paperback. 410 pp. 2003. Swedenborg
Foundation. $15.00.
Divine Providence, a companion piece to Divine Love and Wisdom (087785-481-5), depicts God’s caring for individuals and all of creation, enlisting
humanity in a process of making free choices to create a heaven from the
human race. In this important work, Swedenborg describes individual
human freedom as inherent in creation, empowered by a God-given ability
to understand and make wise choices.
This paperback edition is complete with translator’s preface by George
F. Dole, introduction by Gregory R. Johnson, scholarly notes, table of parallel
passages, index of Scripture references, and an index to the translation.
ISBN 1-84409-034-5. Illustrated paperback. 208 pp. May 2004.
Findhorn Press. £ 9.95.

”Written at a time of intense philosophical and theological debate on the
nature of God’s governance of the world, Swedenborg’s Divine Providence
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is in many ways far more original and thought-provoking than anything
produced by his contemporaries. George F. Dole’s translation is extremely
readable, and Gregory R. Johnson’s authoritative introduction not only
explains Swedenborg’s often difficult ideas, but places them in their
historical context.” - Glenn A. Magee, Ph.D., author, Hegel and the Hermetic.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Deborah Forman, Executive Director/Publisher
Swedenborg Foundation and Chrysalis Books
320 North Church Street
West Chester, PA 19380
Tel.: (610) 430-3222, Extension 12
Fax.: (610) 430-7982
E-mail: <director@swedenborg.com>
Website: <http://www.swedenborg.com>

Divine Love and Wisdom
New Century Edition of the Works of
Emanuel Swedenborg
Translated by George F. Dole. Edited by Jonathan Rose.
Foreword by Gregory R. Johnson

Johnson’s introductory essay on Swedenborg’s Metaphysics of Creation
offers a comprehensive guide to this important theological work.” - Nicholas
Goodrick-Clarke.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Deborah Forman, Executive Director/Publisher
Swedenborg Foundation and Chrysalis Books
320 North Church Street
West Chester, PA 19380
Tel.: (610) 430-3222, Extension 12
Fax.: (610) 430-7982
E-mail: <director@swedenborg.com>
Website: <http://www.swedenborg.com>

Heaven and Hell
New Century Edition of the Works of
Emanuel Swedenborg
Translated by George F. Dole. Edited by Jonathan Rose.
Foreword by Bernhard Lang

ISBN 0-87785-476-9. Paperback. 535 pp. 2003. Swedenborg
Foundation. $15.00.
ISBN 0-87785-481-5. Paperback. 320 pp. 2003. Swedenborg
Foundation. $15.00.
In Divine Love and Wisdom, Swedenborg presents a vision of a universe
so full of divinity that there is no room for sectarianism. He reaches out to
the secular mind with a vision of order and beauty pregnant with meaning
and direction and appeals to human experience and reflection in making the
case for the presence of God’s love and wisdom. Swedenborg outlines
God’s purpose in creating the natural universe, examining the means,
structure, method, and goal of creation, providing a metaphysical base for
a coherent, holistic existence.
This paperback edition is complete with translator’s preface by George
F. Dole, introduction by Gregory R. Johnson, scholarly notes, table of
parallel passages, index of Scripture references, and an index to the
translation.
“Divine Love and Wisdom contains many rare treasures, not only for seekers
of spiritual truth, but also for scientists exploring the reach and nature of
human consciousness. There are few books that I would praise so highly.”
- Jeffrey Mishlove, Ph.D., host, Thinking Allowed.
“Divine Love and Wisdom contains Swedenborg’s major statement on two
fundamental aspects of God’s nature. These two basic cosmic forces
intimately determine our life as human beings. ‘Love’ denotes the vital,
valuing, and active powers of the soul, deciding the ultimate goals of our
thought and action. ‘Wisdom,’ by contrast, represents the cognitive power
of the soul, providing the technical means for these goals’ realization.
Swedenborg’s work shows how God is love and life itself, bestowing
these gifts on all other creatures. This highly readable New Century
Edition in George Dole’s sensitive translation admirably reflects the
coherence and consistency of Swedenborg’s language, while Gregory

This edition of the latest translation of Swedenborg’s classic work has
received great praise from readers and scholars. Available in a beautiful
paperback edition, with a two-color interior, this book will open the doors of
perception to readers.
“Emanuel Swedenborg’s work is a vast, complex, dazzling world, filled
with lands and seas of extraordinary beauty and richness. . . . Now George
F. Dole has swept away the stuffiness and stiffness of earlier [translations]
and given us Swedenborg as he is meant to be: a thrilling visionary, a
poetic seer of the first order. In every respect, this is a triumph.” - Philip
Zaleski, Editor, The Best Spiritual Writing series.
RIGHTS SOLD: Spanish (Ediciones Siruela).
ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Deborah Forman, Executive Director/Publisher
Swedenborg Foundation and Chrysalis Books
320 North Church Street
West Chester, PA 19380
Tel.: (610) 430-3222, Extension 12
Fax.: (610) 430-7982
E-mail: <director@swedenborg.com>
Website: <http://www.swedenborg.com>
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The Song That Never
Ended

A Hundred Ways to
Sunday
By Robin Rice

A Jazz Musician's Journey to a
Love Beyond Life By John Novello

ISBN 0-9710876-4-4. Paper. 234 pp. November 2001. Be Who You
Are Productions. $13.95. The “A Hundred Ways Interactive Guided
Drumming CD” is also available.
ISBN 1-8921380-9-3. Paperback. Ilustrated. 260 pp. June 2003.
New Paradigm Books. $16.95.
Jazz musician John Novello tells the story of how he lost his jazz singer
wife to cancer, celebrated her life at a music-filled public life tribute, and
found that she had never left him. His story unfolds against the glittering
backdrop of the Los Angeles jazz scene of the 1980’s-1990’s. Through its
pages stream a dazzling group of rock greats including Stevie Wonder, Billy
Sheehan, Donna Summer, Chick Corea, Ritchie Cole, Manhattan Transfer, A
Taste of Honey, and many more. Hammond B3 organist/composer John
Novello (also the author of The Contemporary Keyboardist) and virtuoso
vocalist Gloria Rusch form a part of this multi-textured tapestry. But place
and time take a back seat to the post-life “interdimensional” communications
between John and his deceased wife Gloria; these form the glowing center of this wonderfully moving book. The Song That Never Ended will give
heart to all those who have never ceased to mourn a loved one.
“This is not only a truly fascinating and well-written book, but a valuable
contribution to the evidential literature about the Afterlife.” - Prof. Dr. Hans
Holzer, parapsychologist and author of 126 books including Ghosts and
Life Beyond Life.
“Of the afterlife contacts with his wife, Gloria, the evidence presented
supports John’s conclusion that she is still by his side. I recommend this
book to all who have lost a loved one.” - Donald R. Morse, D.D.S., Ph.D., The
Journal of Religion and Psychical Research, Vol. 26, No. 4, October 2003.
“A profoundly spiritual accounting....a highly recommended addition to
New Age spirituality and metaphysical studies reading lists, as well as of
immense interest to John Novello fans.” - Midwest Review, July 2003.
”My courses on life after death generally produce positive effects. Mr.
Novello’s book likewise provides similar support for its readers, although
on experiential not empirical grounds, and for that reason is valuable.” Arthur Berger, International Institute for the Study of Death, Aventura, FL.
“What makes this book work so well is its blunt honesty and approach to
dying, and how it was for Gloria fighting breast cancer and her husband
John trying to discover an alternative cure to save her life. There is much
sadness and much joy in this book.” - Lee Prosser, Ghostvillage, 2003.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: New Paradigm Books
22491 Vistawood Way
Boca Raton, FL 33428
Tel.: (561) 482-5971/ Toll-Free: (800) 808-5179
FAX: (561) 852-8322
E-mail: <darbyc@earthlink.net>
Website: <http://www.newpara.com>

Mary Margaret Hathaway has been told by shamans the world over that
she is The One. If only they had been willing to tell her what The One is
supposed to do. Following synchronicities like bread crumbs, she comes
to her true beginning in Canyon de Chelly, Arizona. With the desert to test
her, she meets teachers in the form of a five-year-old boy, a 108-year-old
man, and a host of others in-between. A story of the arduous journey to
becoming who we really are, A Hundred Ways To Sunday is a work of real
world spiritual fiction that offers hope for everyone who believes there is
something more to this world than what our five senses can reveal.
About the Author: Robin Rice is a practicing shaman and personal
growth workshop facilitator. Before graduating from Northwestern College,
she founded Nanny Placement Services. She then self-published The
American Nanny, which sold 5,000 copies in six months and was released
in an expanded version by Harper and Row. She is co-author with Joani
Nelson Horchler of The SIDS Survival Guide, and has written columns for
Sesame Street Parent’s Guide Magazine and Welcome Home Magazine.
AWARDS for A Hundred Ways to Sunday: First Runner Up,
Independent Publishers’ Book Awards for Fiction, 2002. First
Runner Up, COVR Awards, Visionary Fiction, 2002.
“Incredible...a mystery within a mystery within a mystery....I have
recommended it to at least a hundred lucky people. It will intrigue you,
instruct you, enlighten you and give you pause.” - She Magazine
“Captivatingly written...imparts sophisticated spiritual teachings that will
radically affect your way of seeing the world...a wondrous tale.” - Magical
Blend Magazine
“Brilliant entertainment....One of the most pleasurable and intriguing
journeys I have taken, this book works its magic. It is sensory, rich and
deeply human. The unexpected ending will play with your neural circuitry!”
- Creations Magazine
“A fascinating rendition of the ordinary turning into the sublime....Rice is
an excellent storyteller that kept me under the lamppost till all hours of the
night.” - Dragonfly Times
“This slim, ambitious novel seems at times to have bitten off more than it
can chew, only to persistently show that it can, in fact, chew quite nicely.”
- VisionaryFiction.com
RIGHTS SOLD: German, Spanish. ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Be Who You Are Productions
P.O. Box 57
Riva, MD 21140
Tel.: (410) 798-7392
E-mail: <Robin@BeWhoYouAre.com>
Website: <http://www.bewhoyouare.com>
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Healing as a Sacred
Path: A Story of Personal,

As For Tomorrow,
I Cannot Say

Medical, and Spiritual
Transformation By Robert L. Keck

33 Years with Multiple Sclerosis

-

By Diana Neutze

ISBN 0-87785-389-4. Hardcover. 336 pp. 2002. Swedenborg
Foundation. $24.95.

A joint publication of New Paradigm Books and Hazard Press, New
Zealand <http://www.hazard.co.nz>. ISBN 1877270172 (N.Z.). ISBN
1892138069 (U.S.). Paper. 104 pp. February 2002 (U.S.). $13.95.

L. Robert Keck, author of the highly acclaimed Sacred Quest, tells his
remarkable story of a life of pain and determination. A survivor of polio, of
a broken back, and of chronic, crippling, and progressive pain from postpolio syndrome, Keck details his lifelong battle to be a whole human being:
a man of mind, body, and spirit. At the heart of his story lies the recognition
that spirituality—the discovery of our true “soul self”—is the most important
ingredient in health promotion, disease prevention, and healing from physical
and emotional trauma.

New Zealand poet Diana Neutze was in her late 20’s, living in London with
her husband and young son, when she discovered that she had multiple
sclerosis. More than three decades later, wheelchair-bound and largely
confined to her Christchurch home, she has told her remarkable story.
Fiercely independent and passionately determined, she has fought the
illness with every psychological and physical weapon in her armory. As
For Tomorrow, I Cannot Say is a tribute to the power of the human spirit.

“An absolutely stunning book by a brilliant and compassionate man.” Caroline Myss, author of Sacred Contracts.

"I am recommending it to young doctors because it contains insights into
managing multiple sclerosis that they will not find in their textbooks." - Jon
Simcock, M.D., Neurological Foundation of New Zealand, Auckland

“Bob Keck’s genius resides in his heart as well as his mind.” - Joan
Borysenko, author of Minding the Body, Mending the Mind.
“Strength, understanding, and inspiration: these are the fruits of reading
about L. Robert Keck’s healing journey. . . . Keck shows how spirituality is
returning at long last to modern medicine and why this is one of the most
important developments of the new millennium. Well-written and erudite,
this book deserves a wide embrace.” - Larry Dossey, M.D., author of
Healing beyond the Body and Reinventing Medicine.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Deborah Forman, Executive Director/Publisher
Swedenborg Foundation and Chrysalis Books
320 North Church Street
West Chester, PA 19380
Tel.: (610) 430-3222, Extension 12
Fax.: (610) 430-7982
E-mail: <director@swedenborg.com>
Website: <http://www.swedenborg.com>

“A manifesto of spunk...the best thing about this little book is that 'victim'
isn’t part of Neutze’s vocabulary." - J. Godfrey, Wanganui newspapers
"This book is a revelation and an inspiration....[It] deserves to remain in
print forever, as a classic resource." - Rachel McAlpine, Quality Web
Content
"A story of courage, determination and extraordinary creativity." - Helen J.
O’Neill, TAKAHE Literary Magazine
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: New Paradigm Books
22491 Vistawood Way
Boca Raton, FL 33428
Tel.: (561) 482-5971/Toll-Free: (800) 808-5179
FAX: (561) 852-8322
E-mail: <darbyc@earthlink.net>
Website: <http://www.newpara.com>
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Encyclopedia of Thai
Massage
A Complete Guide to
Traditional Thai Massage
Therapy and Acupressure
By C. Pierce Salguero

ISBN 1-84409-029-9. Paperback with many colour photographs
and charts. 264 pp. May 2004. Findhorn Press. £ 14.95.
The Encyclopedia of Thai Massage is the single most informative and
comprehensive book on Thai massage ever written. This book is based on
the author’s experience teaching in Thailand’s most prestigious massage
schools. The work also draws heavily from the author’s long hiatus in
Thailand as a researcher of traditional medicine, as well as his experience
with the practice of hatha yoga.
Including discussions of Thai history, cultural studies, Buddhist religion,
and yogic practices, and based in a modern understanding of anatomy and
physiology, this book finally bridges the gap between the theory and practice
of Thai massage. For the first time, the history, spiritual traditions, and
ethical codes of Thai medicine are presented in full alongside the most
detailed analysis of Thai massage therapy ever written. Example therapeutic
routines to treat specific disorders are discussed for the first time. A
complete section on the Thai energy meridians and an atlas of acupressure
points are also to be found only within these pages.
Where other books have only scratched the surface, this work will
satisfy even the most advanced practitioners of Thai massage, while being
written in an engaging and informal style which will speak to those with no
prior exposure to the art form.
About the Author: Pierce is an accredited teacher of traditional Thai
massage and herbal medicine, and is a member of the Shivagakomarpaj
lineage, the Association of Northern Thai Medicine, the American Herbalists
Guild, and the Associated Bodywork and Massage Professionals. His
organization, the Tao Mountain School of Traditional Thai Massage and
Herbal Medicine, is one of the top schools of Thai massage in the U.S., and
maintains one of the most popular on-line sources of information on Thai
healing traditions.
10% of the author’s proceeds from sales of this book are donated to
charities and non-profit organizations working with healthcare in Thailand.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Sabine Weeke, Foreign Rights Manager
Findhorn Press, Ltd.
305a The Park
Forres, Moray IV36 3TE
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 1309 690582
Fax: +44 1309 690036
E-mail: <sabine@findhornpress.com>
Website: <http://www.findhornpress.com>

SAVE YOUR
HANDS!
Injury Prevention for
Massage Therapists
By Lauriann Greene, L.M. P.,
edited by Robert Greene, M.D., F.A.C.P.
ISBN 0-9679549-0-8. Paperback. 160 pp. 62 photos. April 2000.
Gilded Age Press. $19.95. Save Your Hands!™ will show you how to:
recognize the warning signs of injury; massage with less stress to hands
and arms; protect your investment in your career; better manage your
school and work life to avoid injury; and treat injuries with traditional and
alternative medicine. Includes exercises and stretches designed for
massage therapists and important information for all hands-on professionals and students: bodyworkers, PTs, OTs, chiropractors, nurses, and
other manual therapists.
“Save Your Hands! provides a definitive and groundbreaking analysis
of the most common biomechanical problems faced by bodywork
professionals. Ms. Greene details causes, descriptions, solutions and
prevention strategies in a readable text with copious illustrations. This
book will soon be required reading for every student, practitioner, teacher
and education director in the massage field.” - David Palmer, Executive
Director, TouchPro Institute of Chair Massage, author of The Bodywork
Entrepreneur.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Lauriann Greene, Publisher/President
Gilded Age Press, Inc.
4799 Coconut Creek Parkway, #112
Coconut Creek, FL 33063
Tel.: (877) 261-1500
Fax.: (253) 423-5316
Email: <info@saveyourhands.com
Website: <http://www.saveyourhands.com>

THE SECRET
REVELATION
Unveiling the Mystery of
The Book of Revelation
By Stella Religa with Byron Belitsos

ISBN 1-931254-07-9. Paperback. 374 pp. October 2002. Origin
Press/Celestia. $21.00.
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The Secret Revelation challenges this generation of Christians with a
hopeful and original interpretation of John’s prophesy based on The Urantia
Book and provides a comprehensive introduction to The Urantia Revelation
for Christian believers.
The Book of Revelation has sparked debate, confusion, fear, and even
armed conflict for two millennia; it is perhaps the most controversial
document of all time. Its apocalyptical symbols have inspired uncountable
interpretations and untold mischief throughout the Christian era. Today, this
ancient text is very much alive: based on their reading of it, tens of millions
of Christians believe that a dire series of “end-time” events is imminent. But
will such things really come to pass? Anyone concerned about the future
of our planet—and the core teachings of Christianity—needs to come to
terms with The Book of Revelation.
Scholars have speculated that John’s original writings were distorted,
altered, added to—and that much was simply lost. The Secret Revelation
confirms that finding, corrects the errors, and adds a vast amount of new
insight. Apostle John was forced to write in codes and symbols, but from
his celestial abode he now speaks out once again to reveal what he
actually saw and wrote. The Secret Revelation removes the secrecy
from The Book of Revelation once and for all, unveiling the sublime grandeur
of St. John’s original vision.
Disturbed by the images of impending apocalypse now being broadcast
so widely by Christians, author Stella Religa went in search of the truth
about biblical end-times prophecy. Using The Urantia Book as a crucial
reference, and gifted with extensive celestial assistance, Ms. Religa
painstakingly reconstructs the Apostle John’s original vision that now lies
buried in The Book of Revelation. She discovers that there will be no
Antichrist, and no Armageddon; there will be no “late great planet earth.”
Instead, you will learn that John’s original message—inspired by a great
and heavenly vision—was exclusively one of love and mercy, containing
gentle but firm warnings to future believers.
About the Authors: Stella Religa’s life-long interests have been religion
and world politics, and she has been an ardent community activist. She
founded the Whittier chapter of the National Organization for Women, and
was also founder of a shelter for battered women and children. Stella lives
in Whittier, CA., and is a long-time student of The Urantia Book. Byron
Belitsos provided editorial assistance. Byron studied theology and history
of religion at University of Califoria (Berkeley and Santa Cruz). He is the
publisher of Origin Press and of its imprint, Celestia.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Origin Press/Celestia
204-C West Lake St.
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067
Tel.: (530) 926-4907
Fax: (530) 926-4138
E-mail: <byron@originpress.com>
Website: <http://www.originpress.com>

ETERNAL TREBLINKA
Our Treatment of Animals and
the Holocaust
By Charles Patterson
ISBN 1930051999. Paperback. 312 pp. March 2002. Lantern
Books. $20.00.
The title of the book is from a short story by the Yiddish writer and Nobel
Laureate Isaac Bashevis Singer (1904-91), to whom the book is dedicated:
“In relation to them, all people are Nazis; for the animals it is an eternal
Treblinka.”
The book examines the origins of human supremacy, describes the
emergence of industrialized slaughter of both animals and people in modern
times, and concludes with profiles of Jewish and German animal advocates
on both sides of the Holocaust, including Isaac Bashevis Singer himself.
About the Author: Charles Patterson, Ph.D., is the author of The Oxford
50th Anniversary Book of the United Nations, Anti-Semitism: The Road to

the Holocaust and Beyond, The Civil Rights Movement, and From
Buchenwald to Carnegie Hall (co-author). He lives in New York City.

“In Eternal Treblinka we are presented for the first time with extensive
evidence of the profoundly troubling connections between animal
exploitation in the United States and Hitler’s Final Solution.” - from the
Foreword by Lucy Rosen Kaplan, Esq.
“Compelling, controversial, iconoclastic...strongly recommended...a
unique contribution.” - Midwest Book Review
“Charles Patterson’s book will go a long way towards righting the terrible
wrongs that human beings throughout history have perpetrated on nonhuman animals. I urge you to read Eternal Treblinka and think deeply
about its important message.” - Dr. Jane Goodall
“Eternal Treblinka should be on every list of essential reading for an informed
citizenry...for the compelling comprehensiveness of the life-and-death
story it tells.” - National Jewish Post & Opinion
“There are good books...entertaining, useful, informative; great
books...whose message reveals a fundamental truth previously unknown
or overlooked; and important books...that can save lives and ameliorate
suffering: Eternal Treblinka is all three.” - Satya Magazine, New York City
“The moral challenge posed by Eternal Treblinka turns it into a must for
anyone who seeks to delve into the universal lesson of the Holocaust.” Maariv (Israeli newspaper)
“Important and timely...written with great sensitivity and compassion. I
hope that Eternal Treblinka will be widely read.” - Martyrdom and Resistance
(Holocaust publication)
“It is seldom that such a comprehensive work of scholarship springs from
a heart of compassion in the service of a noble and necessary idea. All
the ingredients of your thesis—that the oppression of animals serves as
the model for all other forms of oppression—have been available to
thinking people for generations, but it remained for you to pull them
together.” - Helen Weaver, author of The Daisy Sutra
“Powerful, moving, gut-wrenching, brilliant—destined to be a classic.” Aviva Cantor, journalist and author
“It grips like a thriller.” - The Freethinker (UK)
“...promises to be one of the most influential books of the 21st century.” Dr. Karen Davis, United Poultry Concerns
RIGHTS SOLD: Croatian, Czech, German, Italian, Polish.
ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Dr. Charles Patterson
545 West End Avenue - 12d
New York, New York 10024
Tel/Fax: (212) 874-5664
E-mail: <eternaltr@earthlink.net>
Website: <http://www.powerfulbook.com>
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Conversations with
Eternity: The Forgotten
Masterpiece of Victor Hugo

Future Prospects of the
World According to the
Bible Code
By Joseph Noah

Translated with a commentary by John Chambers, with
an introduction by Martin Ebon

ISBN 1-8921380-7-7. Paperback. Illustrated with 61 Matrix Slides.
208 pp. February 2002. New Paradigm. $16.95.

ISBN 1892138018. Paperback. Illustrated. 262 pp. November 1998.
New Paradigm Books. $13.95.
"Compared to the soul-destroying banality of most séance texts, the Marine Terrace corpus is a literary masterpiece, the unconscious product of
a naturally dramatic mind" (Graham Robb, Victor Hugo: A Biography, 1997).
From August 1853 to December 1855, while in political exile at Marine
Terrace, his home on the Channel island of Jersey, the famed author of Les
Misérables participated in numerous "table-tapping" séances.
At least 115 "spirits" communicated with him, his family and fellow
political exiles. The group of alleged discarnate entities included the
illustrious dead such as Shakespeare, Plato and Galileo; legendary animals
like Balaam’s Ass and the Lion of Androcles; entities who claimed to have
never been alive, like the Shadow of the Sepulcher and Death; a series of
abstract concepts with names like ‘India,’ ‘Metempsychosis,’ and ‘Ocean;’
and aliens from the planets Mercury and Jupiter. The first translation into
English ever of the most important of the transcripts of these séances,
with an introduction by Martin Ebon setting Hugo's channeling experience
in its historical context. Were the séance texts really only "the unconscious
product of a naturally dramatic mind?" The answer is not simple; in attempting
to discover it, Conversations with Eternity takes the reader into the heart of
one of the greatest--and least-known--mysteries of all time.
"Quite a surprise, quite a delight." - The Anomalist (Best Books of 1998)
"This is a total adventure, and I would have given my eye-teeth to be there."
- NAPRA Review
"Strangely alive, pregnant with a timely spiritual urgency." - Fate
"Does fascinate and challenge the reader." - Journal of Religion and
Psychical Research
"Challenging, memorable, poetic utterances abound." - Foreword
"The best book on channeling in years." - Fortean Times
RIGHTS SOLD: Greek, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Portuguese,
Spanish. ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: New Paradigm Books
22491 Vistawood Way
Boca Raton, FL 33428
Tel.: (561) 482-5971
(800) 808-5179
FAX: (561) 852-8322
E-mail: <darbyc@earthlink.net>
Website: <http://www.newpara.com>

From the Foreword: “On the morning of the 11th of September, 2001, the
world changed with the destruction of the World Trade Center in New
York. President Bush described it as the beginning of a long struggle
between good and evil. He was right. According to the Bible Code, it was
the start of a ten-and-a-half-year countdown, the time and half time as
prophesied in Daniel 12 of the Old Testament and also described in the last
book of the New Testament, The Revelation to John.”
Using the Bible Code, Joseph Noah searched Daniel and Revelation and
uncovered grim prospects for our future: H-bomb wars between East and
West, asteroid strikes, plagues, a 20-degree pole shift, a generation of stillborn babies, and much more. He places these prophecies, which he calls
only “prospects,” in the context of previously unknown Bible Code predictions that have come true. The author leads us through a sweeping
historical analysis that includes both the known and unknown history of
mankind (among the latter: the story of the ever-reincarnating angelic
forces that guide our destinies). Noah insists that through acts of goodness we can change our future, and reveals the glowing vistas of peace
and prosperity that await mankind—if we can only grow up.
"A lot of significant new details have been discovered in this book, particularly for the period 2010-2012." - EXODUS 2006 Web Site <http://
exodus2006.com/codes2.htm>.
"Its depth and focus are intense and eye opening...For those of you that
are into religious theology, this is a must read, and would make a wonderful addition to your spiritual library." - Ann Findley, PAATHways Magazine, May-June 2003.
“This is a scary book in many ways, for it sets out to establish further
findings in the Bible Code index. It is also a guide to survival, and for the
readers of paranormal writings it will prove interesting reading.” - Lee
Prosser, Ghostvillage, Sept. 4, 2003.
Joseph Noah was interviewed by actress/author Shirley MacLaine, on
May 19 & June 2, 2002, on her Independent Expression Radio Program at
<http://www.shirleymaclaine.com>, and by George Noory, on Nov. 10,
2003, on the COAST TO COAST AM Radio Show (formerly The Art Bell
Show) <http://www.coasttocoastam.com>. Both interviews may be accessed from the archives of these websites.
RIGHTS SOLD: Indonesian, Turkish.
ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: New Paradigm Books
22491 Vistawood Way
Boca Raton, FL 33428
Tel.: (561) 482-5971/ Toll-Free: (800) 808-5179
FAX: (561) 852-8322
E-mail: <darbyc@earthlink.net>
Website: <http://www.newpara.com>
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WHAT IF
A Novel of Alternate History
by Daniel Rosenfeld

knowledge about economic, political, social, and cultural affairs of many
peoples.
In 1981, he left banking when his hobby of restoring historic buildings
turned into a successful business. He is noted for restoring Searles Castle
in Massachusetts, for which he received an award from the National
Historic Trust when the Castle was declared a Federal Historic Site. He
continued in real estate development and management until the year 2000.
The third phase of his career began when he finally had the time to
devote to his lifelong interest in writing. A subject which had intrigued him
for many years was the absence of the Jewish people fighting against
repressive regimes during the 2000 years of the diaspora.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Daniel Rosenfeld Book Publishing
P.O. Box 3566
Hallandale, FL 33009
Tel.: (305) 692-3566
Fax: (305) 652-1093
E-mail: <drose7181@aol.com>
Website: <http://www.rosenfeldbookpublishing.com>

CODE NAME: AMNON
ISBN 0-9716008-0-5. Paperback. 462 pp. February 2002. Daniel
Rosenfeld Book Publishing. $14.95.
The year is 1890. A young Jewish man whose family was massacred by
Russian hooligans meets with a Muslim girl escaping from captivity on
board a freighter traveling to Egypt. Both are stowaways. They fall in love
and decide to settle in the Holy Land. They find a treasure.
The ordeal of traveling through the Sinai desert is described in detail.
During this trip the concept of reforming education in order to bring the
people of the three faiths together develops.
Once in the Holy Land, dialogue with leading clerics begins, culminating
in the construction of the first of many educational facilities where
youngsters of all faiths are brought together, and where the teaching of
tolerance and mutual respect are emphasized. Religion, they’re taught, is a
matter of choice, and should have no influence on behavior.
The tragedy of the First World War follows with the devastating effect
the Turkish rule caused in Palestine. Details of the four war years are
provided. The British armies defeat the Turks and take over the country.
The people of the land, having enjoyed the harmony developed by our hero,
rally around him and demand independence from Britain. After many
encounters with the British Government, resistance to their rule, and fighting,
independence is granted. Peace returns to the land, and its people live in
harmony.
This book uses events as they occurred in history, but changes the
course of action from conflict to peace and harmony. It develops the
thinking about the need to reform education, behavior among men of three
religions, the value of freedom, peace and mutual respect.
“A thought-provoking speculative novel. What If is a work of “alternate
history” in which author and Israeli-Palestinian conflict expert Daniel
Rosenfeld speculates how history would have been different if, back in
1890, historical people and events had taken a different path in the second
rise of Israel on the way to becoming a nation state. What If is a substantial,
entertaining, and thought-provoking speculative novel that will especially
appeal to those with an interest in the present Mideast conflict.” - Midwest
Book Review, August, 2002.
About the Author: Daniel Rosenfeld was born in Palestine in 1929, then
under the rule of the British Mandate. His father was a high official in the
service of the British Government of Palestine (1922-1948). He was
educated in Hebrew and English schools. He was a member of the Haganah
that fought for the independence of Israel. In 1948 he joined the Israel
Defense Forces and fought during the War of Independence. In particular,
he fought for the defense of the City of Jerusalem.
After his discharge from military service in 1949, he joined the Anglo
Palestine Bank (now Bank Leumi le Israel) as a trainee. Being fluent in
several languages, he was sent by his bank to London, New York and Los
Angeles in the early 60’s. He also worked for two other international
banking institutions until 1980. During his years in international banking, he
traveled on business to over 80 countries, and has developed a fund of

The Life and Times of a
Haganah Fighter 1943-1949
By Daniel Rosenfeld

ISBN 0-9716008-2-1. Hardcover. 280 pp. November 2003. Rosenfeld
Book Publishing. $21.95.
Code Name: Amnon is the true-life story of a young man born in Palestine,
who at the age of 14, was drafted into the underground resistance movement
called the Haganah. With this elite group of Jews, willing to fight and die for
the dream of a people, we get a glimpse into the secret operations that
toppled the mighty British and drove back countless Arab attacks. Despite
his youth, Amnon’s own talents were responsible for numerous Israeli
victories and many embarrassing British failures. This story takes you
from the early struggle to establish a Jewish homeland to the jubilation of
seeing an age-old dream become a reality. This is a side of the Arab/Israeli
conflict never told before, and the truth about the scheming British hand in
a clash that threatens all of us, even today.
“Singing, dancing, elated fortune...after 2000 years, this great miracle
is accomplished. ...Palestine, our dear and holy country, is ours....His
children are free at last; free to live with their heads high, and with human
dignity....Thank with your whole being, sing and dance, fill the air with
happiness, for today is the day. The day of the birth,...the sacred gift which
was given us on a golden platter, the State of Israel.”
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Daniel Rosenfeld Book Publishing
P.O. Box 3566/ Hallandale, FL 33009
Tel.: (305) 692-3566/ Fax: (305) 652-1093
E-mail: <drose7181@aol.com>
Website: <http://www.rosenfeldbookpublishing.com>
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Money Is Love

Life Messages

Reconnecting to the Sacred
Inspiration for the Woman’s
Origins of Money By Barbara Wilder Spirit By Josephine Carlton

ISBN 0740700235. Hardcover. 304 pp. March 2002. Andrews McMeel
Publishing. $14.95.
ISBN 0967334608. Paperback. 95 pp. September 1999. Wild Ox
Press & Communications. $9.95.
War, poverty, hunger and crime are caused by the fear that surrounds
money and its scarcity. Money is energy, and energy is limitless. Only our
fear and our limited way of thinking make money seem scarce. Using the
exercises described in this book, you can reconnect with the sacred
origins of money, and direct the flow of money through your life and the
world on a current of love, joy, goodwill and abundance. Money is energy,
and according to quantum physics the universe is made up of energy,
which becomes matter only when information is focused on it. Wood is
wood and not iron because of the information that forms the two different
kinds of matter.
Too many of us labor under the belief that money is “a necessary evil,”
which is, more often than not, difficult to obtain. By changing our feelings
about money from fear, anger, greed and scarcity, to love, joy, abundance
and goodwill, we can change the way money moves through our lives and
the lives of others all over the world.
Now in its 4th printing, Money Is Love teaches that as we begin to
remove the negative thoughts and feelings that surround money and redefine
money as love, we bring the power of love into all of our monetary
transactions. This in turn opens our hearts to allow money to flow abundantly
into our lives, creating a place of peace and joy. From this place of harmony
we can send money back out into the world on a flow of love and gratitude.
Money healed can begin to heal all that it touches. And because money
flows like blood through the planet, diseased it causes disease, but infused
with love it creates healthy new life.
“A searchlight into the dark mystery of wealth, Money Is Love illuminates
unexamined terrain. Seekers of balance in this material life, start here to
remember the true power in your cash flow. A challenging and fun way to
change your mind about money.” - Dennis Robertson, C.E.O., Ashoka
Credit Union.
“Barbara has created a simple, hands-on approach to cleaning up our
relationship to money on both a personal and global scale. This book
provides useful truths from history, healing techniques, and a clear vision
that can shift our perceptions about money from fear and greed to love and
goodwill. Money Is Love is a great place to start in bringing greater
abundance to our pocketbooks and a little peace of mind to our souls.” Tim Clauss, co-author of Chicken Soup of the Soul at Work.
RIGHTS SOLD: Korean, Turkish. ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Barbara Wilder
Wild Ox Press & Communications
421 Francis St.
Longmond, CO 80501
Tel.: (303) 776-3838
Fax.: (303) 776-3433
Email: <bwildone@earthlink.net>
Website: <http://www.moneyislove.com>

How novelist Isabel Allende copes with personal loss...
What role intuition plays in the work of astronaut Nancy Currie...
Why Madeleine Albright urges women to learn all they can about
the world..
“People are very, very willing to offer their advice and all you need to do is
ask,” reveals sailing entrepreneur Marti McMahon in Life Messages: Inspiration for the Woman’s Spirit. She’s absolutely right. Impassioned women–
from author Isabel Allende to designer Laurel Burch, from Congresswoman
Lynn Woolsey to artist Jo Hanson–share their insights on personal topics
such as overcoming fear and obstacles, maintaining self-esteem, embracing life’s turning points, and recognizing mentors. Life Messages is a book
of hope, courage, and inspiration for women. Culling her book from over 30
one-on-one interviews, author Josephine Carlton captures the essential
qualities, attributes, and motivators of successful women from all walks of
life. Readers will be captivated by the uplifting personal quotes, short
vignettes, and anecdotes which illustrate how these women achieved
success in their lives, both personal and professional.
About the Author: Josephine Carlton is a California radio talk show cohost who works as a certified speech pathologist and voice coach. She
has also worked as a casting agent in San Francisco for TV and film. She
is the mother of three children and lives in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Josephine is working on a series of books and is a guest speaker at
motivational and inspirational events and workshops.
“Inspiring for women of all ages. Going through a difficult time in my life,
this book has brought me wonderful, positive inspiration. It has made me
realize that my temporary hardships can be overcome. I thank all of the
contributors who created this magical piece of work. It is truly a gift.” AMAZON.COM: A reader from San Francisco, California.
“I suspect this book would be inspiring for anyone, male or female, who
wants practical spiritual encouragement to pursue and discover his or her
individual greatness. Read in its entirety, or in segments, Life Messages
offers insight into the nature of the divine and the courage that permits one
to gain control, as well as advice on overcoming fear and obstacles. The
chorus of these women’s voices encouraged me to trust more in the great
potential of my own God-given gifts. The strength of each unique
perspective reaffirmed my conviction that the same Spirit supporting these
women is also supporting me on my own spiritual journey.” - Shirley
Richardson, Christian Science Sentinel, April 5, 2004.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Josephine Carlton
P.O. Box 594
Tiburon, CA 94920
Tel.: (415) 378-1298
Fax.: (415) 789-1182
Email: <jcarlmail@earthlink.net>
Website: <http://www.josephinecarlton.com>
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Spiritual Enlightenment:
The Damnedest Thing

Spiritually Incorrect
Enlightenment

By Jed McKenna

By Jed McKenna

ISBN 0-9714352-3-5. Paperback. 296 pp. December 2002. Wisefool
Press. $21.95.

ISBN 0-9714352-5-1. Paperback. 320 pp. March 2004. Wisefool
Press. $21.95.

AUTHOR, TEACHER and SPIRITUAL MASTER Jed McKenna tells it like it’s
never been told before. A true American original, Jed succeeds where
countless others have failed by reducing this highest of attainments—
spiritual enlightenment—to the simplest of terms.
Effectively demystifying the mystical, Jed astonishes the reader not by
adding to the world’s collected spiritual wisdom, but by taking the spirituality
out of spiritual enlightenment. Never before has this elusive topic been
treated in so engaging and accessible a manner.
A masterpiece of illuminative writing, Spiritual Enlightenment is
mandatory reading for anyone following a spiritual path. Part exposé and
part how-to manual, this is the first book to explain why failure seems to be
the rule in the search for enlightenment—and how the rule can be broken.

THE MARK OF A TRUE MASTER is that he can express a subject of the
utmost complexity with uncanny simplicity. Jed McKenna is such a master,
and spiritual enlightenment is his subject.
His first book, Spiritual Enlightenment: The Damnedest Thing, was an
instant classic and established him as a spiritual teacher of startling depth
and clarity. Now, his second book, Spiritually Incorrect Enlightenment,
takes us on a fascinating tour of the enlightened state—what it is and what
it’s not, who’s there and who’s not, how to get there and how to get
somewhere better.
Delightful surprises abound, including the dramatic unveiling of perhaps
the greatest spiritual masterpiece of all time—long hidden in plain view and
well known to all. Whitman, Melville, Thoreau, Mark Twain and U.G.
Krishnamurti all appear, and a student from the first book returns to share
her Spiritual Autolysis journals. Also surprising are the author’s gentle
efforts to guide the reader away from enlightenment toward a more desirable and accessible state.

“Absolutely marvelous, splendid, perfect book!” - Acharyaji Anatole,
Abhidhyan Yoga Institute
“McKenna is an American original, and his delightful Spiritual Enlightenment
is just what’s needed to wake us up from slumber.” - Lama Surya Das,
author, Awakening the Buddha Within
“Jed McKenna’s description of life after enlightenment is so good that
99.9% of his readers might not understand how truly profound it really
is....This is the least mystical book about enlightenment imaginable and
that is its greatest feat.” – Satyam Nadeen, author, From Onions to Pearls,
From Seekers to Finders
“I loved Jed’s book. I stayed up past midnight reading it. I recommend it
because it goes to the root. It demands everything, it relentlessly urges
you further, and best of all, if you fall into distracting yourself by trying to
make something out of Jed, there’s truly nobody there! You are left with
the simple question: what is true? For those who are ready to give up
everything and find nothing, this unique and unconventional book is a
multi-layered journey behind the veils, pointing you straight into the void.”
- Joan Tollifson, author, Bare-Bones Meditation: Waking Up from the Story
of My Life
RIGHTS SOLD: German.
ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Nicholas Weir-Williams
53 W. 111 St. #4E
New York, NY 10026
<consult@nsww.info>
(917) 573-4813
Wisefool Press Website: <http://www.WisefoolPress.com>

Failing to fetch me at first, keep encouraged,
Missing me one place, search another,
I stop somewhere, waiting for you.
- Walt Whitman
Jed McKenna’s books aren’t for everyone. They’re for people who are
tired of the spiritual merry-go-round and ready to confront the unadorned
reality of the awakening process. If you like your teachers with all the
spiritual trimmings and trappings, Jed may not be right for you, but when
you’re ready to jump off the merry-go-round and begin your journey, Jed
McKenna is the guy you want to see standing there—waiting for you.
“Brilliant!!! Jed hits another one out of the park!” - Orva T. Schrock
“If you are ready, step into Jed’s world. It is intelligent and powerful.” - Jerry
Katz, Nonduality Salon
“A powerful and unmerciful document that clearly and consistently lays
out the truth.” - Nordattack
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Nicholas Weir-Williams
53 W. 111 St. #4E
New York, NY 10026
<consult@nsww.info>
(917) 573-4813
Wisefool Press Website: <http://www.WisefoolPress.com>
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Who You Are and Why Be a Magnet to Money
You Are Here By Ruth Mierswa By Bob Proctor and Michele Blood

ISBN 0-9661080-0-0. Paperback. 311 pp. 1998. Rainbow Gateway
Books. $16.00.
Who You Are and Why You Are Here is the result of Mierswa’s long-time
search for answers to why we are here on earth and what the purpose of
life is. She studied psychology and post-graduate counseling and read all
the non-sectarian books she could find, yet received no help. Finally, when
she read and digested Alice Bailey’s 24 metaphysical books, all the answers
flowed into her mind and heart, satisfying her to the depths of her soul.
She found that the only reason we’re here is soul evolvement, which is
accomplished in two ways: (1) by working on transmuting character
weaknesses into strengths with special insights; and, (2), by working on
manifesting one’s life purpose—that unique way in which no one else can
help others as well as each of us can. This book helps the reader do both.
Soul evolvement is not the only benefit of manifesting one’s Life Purpose;
however, it is the greatest one. Good health is also a result, say
psychologists—but they have no tools for finding out one’s Life Purpose.
This book has the tools! Mierswa developed a system for finding one’s Life
Purpose and Personality Type, and validates it by showing in this book how
the Life Purposes of 226 successful people found by this system coincide
with the contributions of each, and by six studies and four bar graphs.
Claire Evans, of England, wrote that she had been searching for years
and had read more than 100 spiritual books and attended 12 spiritual
workshops, but received no help, yet found answers to all her questions in
this book.
“This book has changed my life. I spent over a year filling out personality
questionnaires and assessments, but couldn’t find my Life Purpose. I
even tried hypnosis and numerology with no success, but your book did
indeed describe my Life Purpose.” - L. Duku, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

2 x Audiotape Cassettes or CDs. 1994. CD available May 2004.
Michele’s MusiVation International. $19.95.
Money is freedom: Freedom to live out your dreams, freedom to travel this
beautiful world. Be a Magnet to Money is one of the simplest and yet
greatest psychological discoveries of the 21st century. Now, through
MusiVation™, you can shower your mind with the same concepts that
wealthy people have studied and applied for years. These concepts
affect both hemispheres of the brain, so that old conditioning and fears of
the past are quickly replaced consciously with new positive thoughts.
Before you know it, you will... Be a Magnet to Money!
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Michele's MusiVation International
2364 Torrey Pines Road, Suite 42
or P.O. BOX 12933, La Jolla, CA 92039
Tel.: (858)459-3042/ Fax: (858) 459-3032
E-mail: <MusiVation@aol.com>
Website: <http://www.MusiVation.com>

The Laughing
Meditation CD

“My life has turned completely around from the information in this book. In
the past, I was so frustrated that I felt I couldn’t go on any longer, but now
I am happier than ever and am uplifting others the way I was helped.” - Irene
Bouchard, Naples, N.Y.
“Brilliant! A must-read!” - Richard Fuller, Metaphysical Review.
“A new and profound level of personal and universal understanding.
Beautifully opens the windows of the soul. If you want to grow in love, live
more your unique authentic self, this book is a gem.” - Stephen Rogers,
Auburn, CA.
RIGHTS SOLD: Czech. ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Ruth Mierswa, Publisher/Author
Rainbow Gateway Books
1092 Turk Hill Road
Fairport, New York 14450
Tel.: (585) 223-6900
E-mail: <ruthmierswa@aol.com>
Website: <http://LifePurpose.tripod.com>

Audiotape Cassette or CD.
International. $12.95.

2003.

Michele’s MusiVation
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THE LAUGHING MEDITATION CD (con.)
This audio program will immediately lift you up into a world of fun, laughter
and abundance. Laughter helps build up your immune system, creates a
higher vibration, and will literally take you from depression and negative
thinking into instant positive feelings. After listening to this CD, you’ll wonder
what you were ever worrying about. When you’re in a higher vibration,
you’ll attract more good in your life and everything will look brighter. Michele
created this CD filled with wonderful laughter and affirmations to create
instant good feelings and healing.
If your team at work, or family members, are feeling low energy or
stress, put this tape on and see the immediate change in attitude as laughter
and joy permeates the atmosphere. Every person will be lifted into joy and
positivity. It is also highly recommended that you play this tape for anyone
who is ill, depressed or in the hospital. Use this tape every day for maximum
results and fun! Great for everyone and all ages.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Michele's MusiVation International
2364 Torrey Pines Road, Suite 42
or P.O. BOX 12933, La Jolla, CA 92039
Tel.: (858)459-3042
Fax: (858) 459-3032
E-mail: <MusiVation@aol.com>
Website: <http://www.MusiVation.com>

Deeper Metaphysics
By Michele Blood and Lawrence T. Bond

I CAN DO IT
Positive Self Esteem
Songs for K I D Z
By Michele and her animal friends

CD. Recommended for ages 0 to 9. 2003. Michele's MusiVation
International. $14.95.
This CD is a must for all parents and teachers who desire that their children
grow up with an attitude of joy, love—and with a great positive I CAN
attitude. Filled with amazing positive fun songs for kidz from new-borns to
seven. Why from new borns? Because babies begin to take in all thoughts
the moment they are born. They are wide open to all we say and all they
hear, and then these things become their belief systems as adults. What
we feed our children’s minds creates who they will be as adults. Michel
feels is it our responsibility to help children grow up without all the hangups and negativity we have all had to work so hard to release as adults.
Michele Blood has also been wise enough to go a step further and have
beautiful little animals speak before each song and educate the kidz a bit
more about our beautiful animals from all over the world. The songs are:
1. I Can Do It - Joey, the Baby Kangaroo from Australia
2. I Am Love - Goldie the Baby Dove of Love
3. I Am Strong and Beautiful - Mr. Purr the Baby Bengal Tiger from
India
4. I Love My Family - Miss Lee the Baby Panda Bear from China
5. I Am a Miracle - Colleen the Irish Setter Puppy from Ireland
6. I am Perfect - Carlos the Baby Coqui Frog from Puerto Rico
7. I Live to Love and Forgive - Baby Orangutan from Malaysia/
Indonesia
8. I am Divine Love - Divine the Coyote Puppy from North America

3 x CD Program. 2003. Michele's MusiVation International. $29.95.
Becoming successful in our lives is not about struggling or working hard or
making money. Making money is not about making money. It’s not about
what we want; it’s about why we are not achieving what we want. It’s
about spiritual awareness. It’s about re-remembering who we really are!
The blocks that are stopping us all lie in our own minds, and through the
study and understanding of metaphysics we can become great, happy
and powerfully fulfilled manifested beings. Yes, we can be rich, healthy
and happy. It’s deep—and yet all so beautiful and simple! It’s not even
about abilities or talents. Many talented people with fantastic abilities are
always broke. Becoming successful and truly fulfilled is understanding
Deeper Metaphysics. This program, when truly followed and listened to
with an open mind, will help you find the joy and awareness to be on target
with your life.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Michele's MusiVation International
2364 Torrey Pines Road, Suite 42
or P.O. BOX 12933, La Jolla, CA 92039
Tel.: (858)459-3042
Fax: (858) 459-3032
E-mail: <MusiVation@aol.com>
Website: <http://www.MusiVation.com>

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Michele's MusiVation International
2364 Torrey Pines Road, Suite 42
or P.O. BOX 12933, La Jolla, CA 92039
Tel.: (858)459-3042
Fax: (858) 459-3032
E-mail: <MusiVation@aol.com>
Website: <http://www.MusiVation.com>

Conversations on Money,
Sex and Spirituality with
Wilma and Michele
By Michele Blood and Wilma McIntyre
ISBN 1890679178. Paperback. 225 pp. February 2000. Now in 3rd.
Edition. Michele's MusiVation International. $14.95.
For the first time, three hot topics are placed together in one book to help us
all live better lives. Conversations on Money, Sex and Spirituality is a
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must-read for all those deeply desirous of becoming aware of their true

Marie Claire, Think and Grow Rich, Success, Female and many,
many others. She has also appeared on many TV shows all over the world
and literally hundreds of radio stations—and plans to do so much more.
Her tapes, books, screensavers, CDs, Home DVD/video training systems
and many MusiVation™ products are selling all over the world. She’s been
described as a petite, dynamic, singing version of Anthony Robbins. Michele
produced and hosted her own positive TV show, Michele’s M-Power, to
help other self improvement experts and also so that the world could
benefit from all of the leading experts she has on her show. Turning this
format into the world’s first positive internet TV show was her own concept.

In Search of the Unitive Vision
spiritual powers. Tune into all your multidimensions and learn at last how to
remove old negative conditioning so you can enjoy a life filled to overflowing with joy, love and success—now.
Conversations on Money, Sex and Spirituality provides the reader with
a funny, insightful, and deeply profound look inside the lives and minds of
two dynamic, successful, and spiritually-empowered women of today.
The book's many hot topics include not only money, sex, and spirituality but
also success, relationships, health, and forgiveness—and much more. Let
Wilma and Michele teach you the ropes. Includes workbook exercises and
affirmations.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Michele's MusiVation International
2364 Torrey Pines Road, Suite 42
or P.O. BOX 12933, La Jolla, CA 92039
Tel.: (858)459-3042
Fax: (858) 459-3032
E-mail: <MusiVation@aol.com>
Website: <http://www.MusiVation.com>

Michele Blood and MusiVation™

Michele Blood electrifies every audience she comes in contact with. She is
a dynamic, world class act. Her recorded and written works have the
power to literally change your life. Many of the world’s greatest teachers
use her material for their own personal benefit. Michele has worked with
many of the world’s greatest teachers, including Dr Deepak Chopra, Dr
Wayne Dyer, Jack Canfield, Dr Tony Alessandra, Jim Cathcart, Bob
Proctor, Stuart Wilde, Robert Kiyosaki and many more.
Michele has been gifted with the awareness and the unprecedented
talent to successfully impact people spiritually, intellectually, emotionally
and physically. While in hospital after a near fatal car accident, Michele
created MusiVation™ and healed her own body. MusiVation™ is quickly
becoming an industry in itself and has assisted thousands of people and
companies all over the world to create well-being in every area of their
lives. Due to our growing market, MusiVation™ products and seminars
have expanded into the business, sales, health and weight control industries
internationally. Michele’s attitude and management skills are beyond
excellence; she knows how to turn dream into reality in the business
world.
Michele produced and hosted “Michele’s M-Power Show” (14 x 30minute show’s total to date) for TV networks globally and for her hottest
new Internet TV show on the web, MPowerTV.com. M-Power is a selfimprovement talk show where Michele interviews the world’s leading
experts from Internet training, music, children’s self esteem, finances, health
to business. The show is destined to be a huge success as it covers all
that products in direct sales require to really succeed. As John Kogier, “JW
Greensheet” publisher, says, “These sorts of shows need to make you
rich, thin, or beautiful.” M-Power covers all three and much more.
Michele has been featured in many publications world-wide, including

Letters of Sri Madhava Ashish to an
American Businessman,1978-1997
Compiled with a Commentary by Seymour B. Ginsburg

ISBN 1-892138-05-0. Paperback. Illustrated. 304 pp. New Paradigm
Books. 2001. $19.95.
“If you want to pursue in a Western way the path that we follow here at
Mirtola, you need to study and work with the Gurdjieffian teaching.”
Thus did the guru Madhava Ashish, at their first meeting, invite American
businessman Sy Ginsburg on a spiritual journey that would last 19 years
(until the guru’s death) and include both a lengthy correspondence and
annual visits to Sri Madhava Ashish’s Mirtola ashram, near Almora, in
India’s Himalayan foothills. Along the way, the entrepreneur/author would
be caught up in not only the teachings of G.I. Gurdjieff, but also the search
for the elusive unitive vision—the world viewed from the perspective of
the greater Self and not the personality.
In this remarkable spiritual document, the reader shares the search,
increasingly catching glimpses of the unitive vision as the book draws
toward a close that is also an opening out, into the vaster dimensions of the
human mind.
“The last English saint....came to India to repair spitfires, stayed to tame
the inner fire.” - This Week of India
“Ginsburg is able to create an atmosphere of the palpable presence of
the master by providing quotations from his letters and articles.” - Jagdish
C. Nautiyal, Ph.D., University of Toronto.
“Carries an esoteric sense of that legominism which is characteristic of
Gurdjieff’s own writing.” - Anuradha, The Mountain Path, Journal of the
Bhagavan Ramana Maharshi Ashram, India
“[Ashish’s] responses, always full of insight and sometimes wry humour,
throw an impartial light on Theosophy, the Gurdjieff Work, and Indian
spirituality.” - Ravi Ravindra, Ph.D., Chair, Dept. of Comparative Religion,
Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: New Paradigm Books
22491 Vistawood Way
Boca Raton, FL 33428
Tel.: (561) 482-5971
Toll-Free: (800) 808-5179
FAX: (561) 852-8322
E-mail: <darbyc@earthlink.net>
Website: <http://www.newpara.com>
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